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This paper studies the numerical approximation of the boundary control for the wave 
equation in a square domain. It is known tha t the discrete and semi-discrete models ob-
tained by discretizing the wave equation with the usual ñnite difference or ñnite element 
methods do not provide convergent sequences of approximations to the boundary control of 
the continuous wave equation, as the mesh size goes to zero (see [7, 15]). Here we introduce 
and analyze a new semi-discrete model based on the space discretization of the wave equa-
tion using a mixed ñnite element method with two different basis functions for the position 
and velocity. The main theoretical result is a uniform observability inequality which allows 
us to construct a sequence of approximations converging to the minimal l?— norm control 
of the continuous wave equation. We also introduce a fully-discrete system, obtained from 
our semi-discrete scheme, for which we conjecture tha t it provides a convergent sequence of 
discrete approximations as both h and Ai , the time discretization parameter, go to zero. We 
illustrate this fact with several numerical experiments. 
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1 Introduction 
Let us consider Q = (0,1) x (0,1) C M2 with boundary T = TQ U Ti divided as follows 
r o = {(a;,0) : 0 < x < 1} U {(0,y) : 0 < y < 1}, 
r i = {(x, 1) : 0 < x < 1} U {(I,?/) : 0 < y < 1}. 
(1.1) 
We are concerned with the following exact boundary controllability property for the wave equa-
tion in Q: given T sufficiently large and (u°, u1) G L2(Q) x H~l(Q) there exists a control function 
(v(t,y),z(t,x)) G [L2((0, T) x (0, l))]2 such that the solution of the equation 
u" - Au = 0 
u(t,x,y) = 0 
u(t,l,y) =v(t,y) 
u(t,x, 1) = z(t,x) 
u(0,x,y) =u°(x,y) 
for (x, i / ) e O , í > 0, 
for (a;, y) G T0, í > 0, 
for 2/G (0,1), í > 0 , 
for xe (0,1), í > 0 , 
for (x, y) G Í2, 
(1.2) 
satisfies 
u'(0,x,y) = v}{x,y) for (a;, y) G Í2, 
u(T, •) = u'(T, •) = 0. (1.3) 
By ' we denote the time derivative. 
The Hilbert Uniqueness Method (HUM) introduced by J.-L. Lions provides a control (v,z) 
with minimal L2—norm . This control is unique and it will be referred in the sequel as 
the HUM control. We briefly describe this method at the beginning of section 2 below. 
In the last years many works have dealt with the numerical approximations of the control 
problem (1.2)-(1.3). For instance, , numerical algorithms based on the finite 
difference and finite element approximations of (1.2) were described. However, these algorithms 
do not converge when the discretization parameters go to zero. 
Let us briefly explain this fact. When we are dealing with the exact controllability problem, 
a uniform time T > 0 for the control of all solutions is required. This time T depends on 
the size of the domain and the velocity of propagation of waves. In general, any semi-discrete 
dynamics generates spurious high-frequency oscillations that do not exist at the continuous level. 
Moreover, a numerical dispersión phenomenon appears and the velocity of propagation of some 
of these high frequency numerical waves may possibly converge to zero when the mesh size h 
does. Consequently, the controllability property for the semi-discrete system will not be uniform 
for a fixed time T. This is the case when the semi-discrete model is obtained by discretizing the 
wave equation with the usual finite-difference or finite element method (see for a detailed 
analysis of the 1-D case and for the 2-D case, in the context of the dual observability 
problem). 
From the numerical point of view, several techniques have been proposed as possible cures 
of the low velocity of propagation of the high frequency spurious oscillations 
. To our knowledge, no proof of convergence has been given for any of these methods, 
as h tends to 0, so far. 
In this paper we construct, for any T sufficiently large but independent of h, a convergent 
sequence of semi-discrete approximations of the HUM control (v,z) of (1.2). The main idea is 
to introduce a new space discretization scheme for the wave equation (1.2), based on a mixed 
finite element method, in which different base functions for the position u and the velocity u' are 
considered. More precisely, while the usual linear finite elements are used for the former, dis-
continuous elements approximate the latter. This new scheme still has spurious high-frequency 
oscillations but the numerical dispersión makes them to have larger velocity of propagation. 
Consequently, the velocity of propagation of all waves is bounded from below by a uniform 
positive constant. 
The semi-discrete approximations (vh, Zh)h>o of the HUM control (v, z) of (1.2) are obtained 
by minimizing a functional Jh depending on the associated space discretized adjoint system (see 
(5.1)). The main result of the paper is Theorem 4.1 which gives a uniform (in h) observability 
inequality for this homogeneous semi-discrete adjoint system. This is equivalent to the uniform 
coercivity of Jh- Theorem 4.1 permits to show that, if a weakly convergent sequence of approx-
imations of the continuous initial data (u°,ur) is considered, the sequence of approximations 
(vh,Zh)h>o converges weakly to (v,z) (Theorems 6.2 and 6.3). 
To our knowledge, the scheme described in this paper was used by the first time in the context 
of the wave equation in [1], in order to obtain a uniform decay rate of the energy associated to 
the semi-discrete wave equation by a boundary dissipation. This scheme is different from the 
mixed element method applied in [5] where two different basis functions are considered for u 
and V-u. 
In this paper, we concéntrate on the simplest 2-D domain consisting of a unit square. The 
mixed finite element method may be applied to general domains but our proofs of the uniform 
observability and convergence strongly depend on the particular geometry of the square and 
cannot be generalized. 
We also introduce a fully-discrete approximation of the wave equation, based on the semi-
discrete scheme, for which the velocity of propagation of all numerical waves does not vanish as 
both h and Ai, the time discretization parameter, tend to zero. Based on this fact, we conjecture 
that this fully-discrete scheme also provides convergent approximations of the control. At the 
end, we include two numerical experiments that illustrate this fact. 
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. The second section briefly recalls some 
controllability results for the wave equation (1.2) and introduces the Hilbert Uniqueness Method. 
In the third section the semi-discrete model under consideration is deduced. In the fourth section 
the main properties of this system are discussed and, in particular, the fundamental uniform 
observability inequality (Theorem 4.1). Its technical proof is given in an Appendix at the end of 
the paper. In the fifth section an approximation sequence is constructed and in the sixth section 
its convergence to the HUM control of the continuous equation (1.2) is proved. The final section 
is devoted to present the fully-discrete scheme and the numerical results. 
2 The continuous problem: results and notations 
In this section we recall some of the controllability properties of the wave equation (1.2) and we 
briefly describe the Hilbert Uniqueness Method. Also, we introduce some notations that will be 
used in the article. The following classical result may be found, 
Theorem 2.1 Given any T > 2\/2 and (u°,ur) G L2(Q) x i í _ 1 (Q) there exists a control 
function (v,z) G [L2((0, T) x (0, l))]2 such that the solution (u, v!) of (1.2) verifies (1.3). 
In general, there are infinitely many controls, when they exist. However, the one with minimal 
L2-norm is unique and can be characterized by the minimizer of a suitable functional. Let us 
introduce the map J : HQ(Q) X L2(Q) —> R defined by 
J(w°,w1) = - / / (wx)2(t,l,y)dydt + - / / (wy)2(t,x, l)dxdt 
¿
 Jo Jo ¿ Jo Jo (2 \) 
+ / u°(x, y)w'(0, x, y)dxdy — (ul,w{0, • ) ) _ . . , 
where (w,wr) is the solution of the backward homogeneous equation 
w" - Aw = 0, for (x, y) ett, t > 0, 
w(t, 0, y) = w(t,x,0) = w(t,x, 1) = w(t, l,y) = 0, for x, y £ (0,1), t > 0, (2.2) 
^w(T,x,y)=w°(x,y), w'(T,x,y) = wl(x,y), for(x,y)eÜ. 
In (2.1), < •, • >-i , i denotes the duality product between H~l(ü) and ií¿(Q). 
Theorem 2.2 Given anyT > 2\/2 and (u°,ul) G L2(ü) x i í _ 1 (Q) , J has an unique minimizer 
(w°,wr) G HQ(Q) x L2(Q). If (w,wr) is the solution of (2.2) with initial data (w°,wl), then 
(v(t,y),z(t,x)) = (wx(t,l,y),wy(t,x,l)), (2.3) 
is the control of (1.2) with minimal L2—norm. 
The method we have just presented was introduced by J.-L. Lions (see [10]) and named Hilbert 
Uniqueness Method (HUM). The control (v, z) given by (2.3) is usually called the HUM control. 
We recall that the main ingredient of the proof of the Theorem 2.2 is the following observ-
ability inequality for (2.2): given T > 2\/2 there exists a constant C > 0 such that the following 
inequality holds for any solution of (2.2), 
(\Vw\2 + \wt\2) dxdy < C ( / \wx(t,l,y)\2dydt + / / \wy(t,x, l)\2dxdt) . (2.4) 
n \Jo Jo Jo Jo ) 
Indeed, (2.4) implies that J is coercive and ensures the existence of a minimizer, as stated in 
Theorem 2.2. 
Remark 2.1 For the conünuous wave equation (1.2), the velocity of propagaüon of all waves 
is one and the bound of the minimal controllability time, T > 2\/2 ; is exactly the mínimum time 
that requires a wave, starting at any x <E Q in any direction, to arrive to the controllability zone. 
Remark 2.2 The control (v,z) from Theorem 2.2 is characterized by the following two proper-
ties: 
1. (v,z) is a control for (1.2), or equivalently, 
z(t, x)wy(t, x, l)dxdt 
(2.5) n v(t,y)wx(t,l,y)dydt + / / z(t,x)wy(t,x,Jo Jo 
=< u1,tü(0) >- i , i — / u°(x,y)w'(0,x,y)dxdy, 
Jn 
for any (w°,wl) e HQ(ÍI) X L2(Ü), being w the solution of the adjoint equation (2.2). 
2. There exists (w°,wr) G HQ(Q) X L2(Q) such that v(t,y) = wx(t,l,y) and z(t,x) = 
wy(t,x,i), where (w,wr) is the solution of the adjoint system (2.2) with initial data 
(w°,wr). 
Much of our analysis will be based on Fourier expansión of solutions. Therefore, let us now 
introduce the eigenvalues of the wave equation (2.2) 
Xam = s g n ( n ) ^ n 2 + m2ir¡ (2.6) 
and the corresponding eigenfunctions 
/ íiXnmyi \ 
^
nm(x,y) = V2\ sin(mr:c) sm(jwry), (n,m) G Z* x N*, i = V^í. (2.7) 
The sequence (^nm)(n>m)ez*xN* forms an orthonormal basis in HQ(Q) X L2(Q). Moreover, 
I I T TbTfb I I 
II* llL2(n)xH-i(n) = ^ w -
The following characterization of any control of (1.2) in terms of the Fourier coefíicients of 
initial data is useful. 
Proposition 2.1 Given any T > 2^2 and{u°,ul) = ^ a°nm$nm £ L2(Ü) x H~l(n), 
(ra,m)eZ*xN* 
(v, z) G [£2((0, T) x (0, l))]2 is a control for (1.2) if and only if, for all (n, m) G Z* x N*, 
eu— t f ( _ i ) » n í v(t,y)sm(rmry)dy + ( - l ) m m / z(í,a;) sm(mra)d^ di = ^ . (2.8) 
o \ Jo Jo ) v2-7r 
Proof: From the continuity of the linear form A : HQ(Q) X L2(Q) —> C, defined by 
A(w°,w1)= / / v(t,y)wx(t,l,y)dydt+ / / z(t,x)wy(t,x,l)dxdt 
Jo Jo Jo Jo 
<-u1,«;(0) > # - i H1 + / y°(x,y)w'(0,x,y)dxdy, 
it follows that (2.5) holds for any (w°, w1) G ÍÍQ (^) x ¿2(Q) if and only if it is verified on a basis 
of the space HQ(ÍI) X L2(Q). Thus, by considering (w°,wr) = ^nm in (2.5), we obtain that the 
control (v, z) drives to zero the initial data of (1.2) if and only if (2.8) is verified. 
3 The semi-discrete problem 
In this section we introduce a suitable semi-discretization of the homogeneous adjoint equation 
(2.2). By minimizing the HUM functional corresponding to this semi-discrete system, a con-
vergent sequence of discrete approximations (vh,Zh)h>o of the HUM control (v,z) of (1.2) is 
obtained. 
We introduce N e N*, h = 1/(N + 1), we consider the points (XÍ,ÍJJ) = (ih,jh), 0 < i, j < 
N + 1 and we denote WÍJ =W(XÍ, ijj). 
Let us also introduce the new variable ((t, x, y) = w'(t, x, y). Equation (2.2) may be written 
in the following variational form: 
Find (w,() = (w,()(t,x,y) with (w(t),((t)) e ^ ( í í ) x L2(Ü),Vi e (0,T) and 
(3.1) 
d f1 f1 f1 f1 
w(t,x,y)ip(x,y)dxdy = / / ((t,x,y)tp(x,y)dxdy, V-0 G L2(Q), dt Jo Jo Jo Jo 
d -1 -1 
dt <((t, • ) , ^ > - i , i = / / Vw{t,x,y)VLp(x,y)dxdy, V<p e H¿(tt), 
^ w(T, x, y) = w°(x, y), ((T, x, y) = wl(x, y), V(x, y) e Q. 
We now discretize (3.1) by using a mixed finite element method . Let 
Qi be the space of all polynomials of degree less or equal to one with respect to each one of 
the variables x, y and Qo the space of constant functions. We introduce the basis functions 
in the following way. For each 1 < i,j < N, let Q^ = (a;¿,a;¿+i) x (j/j, j/j+i) be such that 
UOKÍJKNQÍ'Í = ^ = (0, l ) 2 and define the functions 
i)ij\
 h e Q o , i)%j = < Qki | 0 otherwise, 
<Pij\
 h G Q I , <Pa(xk,yi) = 5%. 
The variational formulation (3.1) is then reduced to find 
N N 
wh(t,x,y)=^2wij(t)<pij(x,y) and Ch(t,x,y) = ^ Qj(t)ipij(x,y), (3.2) 
that satisfy 
r d_ '-1 '-1 '-1 '-1 
a l
 JO JO JO JO 
d '* '* 
wh(t,x,y)ipij(x,y)dxdy = / (h(t,x)ipij(x,y)dxdy, Vl<i,j<N, 
dt < (h(t, -),Víj > - i , i = / / Vwh(t,x,y)Vvíj(x,y)dxdy, Vl<i,j<N, (3-3) 
wh(T,x,y) = w°h(x,y), (h(T,x,y) = wl(x,y), V(x,y) e Q. 
(3.5) 
The variables Qj may be eliminated in (3.2)-(3.3) leading to the following semi-discrete system 
foTWij(t), inte (0,T): 
f
 S ( 4 < + 2<+iJ- + MUj + 2 < + l + 2 < _ i + <+!,-+! + <+y_i + <_!,•+! + ^ - l . - l ) 
+ | ( 8 ^ - - wi+ij - WÍ-IJ - wij+i - Wij-i - wi+ij+i - wi+ij-i - Wí-ij+i - Wí-ij-i) = 0, 
for 1 < i,j < N, 
WÍO = WÍN+1 = 0, WOJ = WN+IJ = 0, for 0 < i < N + 1, 
WÍJ(T) = w°ip w'i:i(T) =w¡j, for 0 < i, j < N + 1. 
(3.4) 
The convergence of scheme (3.4) . We shall consider that the initial data are 
zero on the boundary of Q, which in the discrete equation corresponds to 
w
o,j = wo,j = °> wN+i,j = wN+i,j = 0> for 0 < j < iV + 1, 
wlo = wí,o = °> WIN+I = wl,N+i = 0> for 0 < ¿ < iV + 1. 
The same property will be also satisfied by the corresponding solutions of (3.4). 
If we denote the unknown 
Wh{t) = {wii{t),W2l{t), ...,WNi, ....,WiN{t),W2N{t), ...,WNN{t))T, 
then equation (3.4) may be written in vectorial form as follows 
MhW¡l(t) + KhWh{t) = 0, for í > 0, 
Wh{T) = Wl W'h(T) = Wl 
where (W¡1, W¡¡_) = (W^J,W¡J)I<ÍJ<N € M2iV are the initial data and the corresponding solution 
of (3.4) is given by (W^W^) = (WÍJ,W'Í:J)I<ÍJ<N. 
The enfries of the block-three-diagonal matrices Mh and K^ belonging to M.jq2 (R) may be 
easily deduced from (3.4). 
4 Properties of the semi-discrete system 
In this section we study some of the properties of the semi-discrete adjoint system (3.4), related 
to the controllability problem. More precisely, the aim of this section consists in giving a uniform 
(in h) observability inequality for (3.4). But before that, let us briefly explain why the semi-
discretization introduced in this paper is likely to provide a uniform observability property rather 
than others, like the usual finite difference semi-discretization implemented 
9 
As we have mentioned in Remark 2.1, in order to have an observability inequality for the 
continuous wave equation (2.2) of the type (2.4) it is necessary to consider T > 2^/2. This is 
due to the finite velocity of propagation of waves. More precisely, a planar wave of the form 
ei(f.(x,y)-Wí) pr0pagates in any spatial direction v = (vi,v2) e M2 with group velocity V?w • v 
where u = \£\. Let us denote 
( = min max Vsu • v = min |Vsw|. 5GR2 ves.2, \v\ = l ees2 (4.1) 
The observability time T and ( are inversely proportional. In our particular case T > 2 diam (Q)/( 
(see [10]) and ( = 1. Thus T > 2^2. 
10 
Wave number 
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
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Figure 1: w({) with £ e [0,vr//i)2 and /i = 1/21 for the mixed finite element semi-discretization 
(upper surface), continuous wave equation (médium surface) and the usual finite differences 
semi-discretization (lower surface). We observe that the norm of the gradient |V?w({)| is always 
one in the continuous case, it is greater than one for the mixed finite element scheme and it 
becomes zero for the usual finite-difference scheme as £ approaches (ir/h,0). 
In a similar way, we may introduce the velocity of waves for the semi-discrete problem (see 
[14]). Let
 Wij = é(H*i,Vj)-vt), £ = (£1;£2) e (-Tr/h,ir/h)2 a discrete plañe wave which 
propagates in any spatial direction v = (v1,v2) G M2 with group velocity V?w • v. In the mixed 
finite element method 
W = UmfeXt) 2 
h 
+ t a n 2 f + - tan2 f t a n 2 f 
¿o 
25 
20 
Ib 
10 
while for the finite difference method 
Note that (mfe = miníe(_7r/fe;7r/fe)2 \V^mfe\ = 1 and (fd = miníe(_7r/fe;7r/fe)2 \V^fd\ = 0{h). 
This is illustrated in Figure 1. Thus, the observabiüty time T can be uniformly bounded, in h, 
only for the mixed finite element method. 
In the rest of this section we prove that indeed this property holds for system (3.4), using a 
different approach. 
Since the matrices M/¿ and K^ are positive definite we may define the inner product 
< Ui,Í2), {91,92) >o=< Khfug! > + < Mhf2,g2 >, (4.2) 
for any (/i,/iz), (#1, #2) S M , where < •, • > denotes the canonical inner product in 
The corresponding norm will be denoted || • ||o-
We introduce the following discrete versión of the continuous energy of (2.2) 
Eh(t) = ±\\(Wh,Wlt)(t)\\l. (4.3) 
The following proposition shows that, as in the corresponding continuous case, the energy E^ 
defined by (4.3) is conserved along trajectories. 
Proposition 4.1 For any h > 0 and any solution of (3.4) the following holds 
Eh(t) = Eh(0), V í > 0 . 
Proof: Multiplying (3.6) by W¿, we obtain that 
0 = < MhWÍl, W'h> + < KhWh, W'h >= ^ [< MhWl W'h > + < KhWh, Wh >]'= ^Eh(t), 
and the proof finishes. 
The following result shows that a discrete versión of the observabiüty inequality (2.4) is valid 
for the solutions of system (3.4). 
Theorem 4.1 Given T > 2\/3, there exists a constant C{T) > 0 independent of the discretiza-
tion step h, such that the following inequality holds 
1 „ „ w „ . , 1 Eh(0)<C(T)±{£ h2 < ChW'Nj W^ > + p < ChW[N, W[N > 
jp < BhWN., WN. >+j¿< BhW.N, W.N > 
where WN. = (wNj)i<j<N e R^ and W.N = (wiN)i<í<N e 
dt 
dt-
(4.4) 
Remark 4.1 The method used in the proof of the observability inequality (4-4) works only if 
T > 2\/3. Probably this time is not sharp and the same is true for T > 2\/2 which is the 
necessary and sufficient time condiüon for controllability in the continuous case (see Remark 
2.1). 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is tecfmical and it is given in the Appendix. 
5 Construction of the discrete approximations 
In this section we explicitly construct a sequence of approximations (vh, Zh)h>o of the HUM 
control (v, z) of (1.2). This will be done by minimizing the HUM functional of the semi-discrete 
adjoint system (3.4). 
Suppose that {U^,U¡¡) = (M°,M))I<J<W € R2iV is a discretization of the continuous initial 
data of (1.2) to be controlled. We define the functional Jh : 
M(Wh,W¿)) =- < {-K^MhUlU°h),{Wh{Q),W^)) >0 
+ ¿ 1 [<ChW'N.,W'N.> + <ChW[N,W[N>]dt (5.1) 
+ ¿ I [< BhWN., WN.> + < BhW.N, W.N >] dt, 
where (Wh, Wh) is the solution of (3.6) with initial data (Wj°, W¡¡) G M.2N , and we have noted 
WN. = (wNj)i<j<N e RN and W.N = (wiN)i<i<N e Mw. 
We show now that Jh has a minimizer (Wj°, W¿). 
Theorem 5.1 For any T > 2\/3 the functional Jh (5.1) has an unique minimizer (W^, W¿). 
Proof: Since J7/J is continuous, convex and defined in a finite dimensional space, the theorem is 
proved if we show that Jh is coercive. This is a consequence of (4.4). More precisely, 
h fT í N N \ JÁwiw¿)>- r r i^-+1(í)+w'Nj(t)\2+Y, H+1N(t)+w>N(t)\2 dt Jo
 \j=0 i=0 J 
1 fT IN N \ 
+
 ~Qh I ^2\WNj+l(t) +WNj(t)\2 + ^2\wi+1N(t) +WiN(t)\2 dt 
Jo
 \j=o Í=O ) 
1 fT í N N \ 
- R h / S ^ ^ ( í ) | 2 + ^ | ^ i v ( í ) | 2 d í - | | ( - i í / : 1 M^¿,C/0) | |o |K^(0) ,^(0) ) | |o 
J
° \j=0 i=0 j 
^ccrjiKwg.w'^iig-iK-V^^.^llolKw^.^llo, 
and therefore 
lim J(WZ,W¿) = 00. 
| | ( ^ 0 ; ^ ) | | o - o o 
Remark 5.1 The main tool in the proof of the previous result is the observabiUty inequality 
(4-4) stated in Theorem 4-1- It ensures the coercivity of J and consequently the existence of a 
minimizer. Moreover, as we shall see in Theorem 6.1, the constant C{T) appearing in (4-4) is 
an upper bound for the sequences of minimizers and of controls. 
Let {W^,W¡¡) be the minimizer of the functional Jh given by Theorem 5.1. We define Vh = 
(vh,j)i<j<N e L2(0,T;RN) and zh = {zh^<i<N G L2(0,T;RN) by 
Vh,j(t) = -'!J¡1, %,i(í) = - X > Vl<í,J<N, (5.2) 
where (Wh, W¿) is the solution of (3.6) with initial data (W%, W¿). 
Our aim is to show that the sequence (vh, Zh)h>o converges to a control (v, z) of the continuous 
equation (1.2). Since Vh and Zh belong to L2(0, T; RN) whereas v and z are in L2(0, T; L2(0,1)) 
the convergence is stated in terms of the Fourier coefficients. This is done in the next section. 
In the rest of this section we introduce the eigenfunctions and the eigenvalues of the semi-
discrete problem (3.6). Let 1N = {{n, m) G Z* x N* : 1 < \n\ < N, 1 < m < N} . 
Lemma 5.1 The eigenvalues A^m, (n, m) G IN, of the semi-discrete problem (3.6) are given by 
, „ m . . 2 / 0 / m i r h \ 0 ínirh\ 2 0 / m i r h \ 0 ínirh\ lr. „. 
XT = sgn(n)-J tan2 l^—j + tan2 ( ^ — J + - tan2 {—) tan2 ( ^ — J . (5.3) 
The corresponding eigenfunctions are 
V2 (wr * nm \ 
* r = ,nnh, fm7Th, , V(n, m) G 1 N , (5.4) 
C 0 S ( ^ ) C 0 S ( ^ ) I _^nm 
where $^m = (<j%sm(pm'Kh))1< <N G Rw2 and 4% = (sm(jmrh))i<j<N G RN. 
A straightforward computation shows that {^f^n)(.n,m)^iN constitutes an orthonormal basis in 
R2N with respect to the inner product < •, • >o-
For any (/*, / 2 ) , {gx,g2) G M.2N we introduce the notations 
< U\ñÁ9\92) > - i = < {-K^Mhf2,f^),{-K-lMhg2,g^ >0 , 
\\(f\f2)\\.1 = \\(-K-1Mhf2,n\\o. 
Remark that < •, • >_i is an inner product and || • ||_i is a norm on R2N . 
6 Convergence of the discrete approximations 
In this section we prove the weak convergence of the sequence (vh, Zh)h>o to the HUM control 
of the continuous equation (1.2). Let us first show the following boundedness property of the 
initial data from which (vh,Zh) were constructed. 
Theorem 6.1 Assume thatT > 2\/3. The sequence of minimizers of Jh given by Theorem 5.1, 
{WlWl)h>0, verify 
\\{WlWlh)\\o < ^\\{-K^MhUlU*h)\\o, (6.1) 
where C = C{T) is the observability constant of (4-4) which is independent of h. 
If the sequence of discretizations (U^, U¡¡)h>o is uniformly bounded in the \\ • \\-\—norm then 
the sequence (W^,Wf¡i)h>o is bounded in the \\ • ||o—norm. 
Proof: From the observability inequality (4.4) we have that 
C\\{WlWlh)\\l <±J [< Chv'h,v'h > + < Chz'h,z'h >] dt 
h fT 
- o / [< BhVh> vh> + < Bhzh, zh >] dt ¿
 Jo 
= MW%M)+ < {-K^lMhUlU°h), (Wh(0),W^0)) >0 • 
Now, since Jh(W%,W£) < Jh(0,0) = 0, it follows that 
CWiWlwM < < {-K^MhUlU0h),{Wh{Q),W^)) >o 
<||(-JK-¿-1AffcC^,C^)||o||(W>1(0),Wj;(0))||o 
= | | ( - ^ - 1 M ^ , f / ° ) | | o | | ( ^ ° , ^ 1 ) | | o , 
which is equivalent to (6.1). 
Remark 6.1 Theorem 6.1 shows that the sequence of initial data (W^,W¿)/j>o which give 
(vh,Zh) is uniformly bounded inh forthe \\ • ||o—norm ifthe sequence of discretizations (U^, U¡¡)h>o 
is bounded in the \\ • ||-i—norm. The sequences (vh,Zh)h>o verifies the following inequality 
h fT 
[< Chv'h, v'h > + < Chz'h, 4 > - < Bhvh, vh > - < Bhzh, zh >] dt 
(6.2) 
<^\\{-KñlMhUlU"h)\\l = -\\{UlUlh)\tl. 
2./o 
6.1 Weak convergence of the approximations 
Assume that the sequence of discretizations of the continuous initial data on (1.2), (U^, Uj¡)h>a, 
converges weakly to (u°, u1) in L2(Q) x i í _ 1 (Q) . This should be understood in the sense of the 
convergence of the Fourier coefficients. More precisely, if 
(U°h,Uk)= E ^ m ^ r , (V°,V1)= E anm$nm, 
(ra,m) GJJV (n, m)GZ*xN* 
then the following weak convergence holds in í2 
when h —>• 0. (6.3) ^ * ' O * 
h 2 
a 
\nm 
Now, assume that the minimizer (Wj°, W^) has the following expansión 
{WlWlh)= E <&»*r- (6-4) 
(ri,m)€Xjv 
Inequality (6.1) is equivalent to 
E \^2 = \\(W^M)\\¡<^\\(-K^MhUk,U°h)\\20 = ^ E 
(ri,m)€Xjv (ri,m,)€/jv 
Here, the right hand side is bounded due to the weak convergence stated in (6.3). Henee, the 
sequence of Fourier coefficients (anm)(n,m)eiN 1S bounded in l2 and there exists a subsequence, 
denoted in the same way, and (anm)(„)TO)ez*XN* S l2 such that 
(atm)(n,m)eiN -^ (M(n,m)ez*xN* in ^2 when / ¿ ^ 0 . (6.5) 
Let us now introduce the continuous initial data 
(€P,w1)= E anm^nmeH^Ü)xL2(Ü), (6.6) 
(ra,m)eZ*xN* 
and the corresponding solution (w,wr) G C([0,T]; ií¿(Q) x L2(Q)). We have that 
#*(*, hv) = £ m e N * ( E r a e Z * ^ n m ( - l ) r a + 1 # ? e ^ m * ) sin(mTry) := v, 
wy(t,x, 1) = £ „ e Z * ( E m e N * ¿ a r a m ( - l ) m + 1 ^ e u n m í ) sinfa™) := w. 
If (W/j, W¿) is the corresponding solution of (3.6) with initial data (WJ°, W¿), it follows that 
Vh = 2^1<m<N [/-^l<\n\<N í anm\V \ n m coz(n7Th) coz(m7Th~) S'1Q\n7T'l)e h j (l)h ' 
Zh = 2^1<\n\<N [/-^l<m<N í anm{~l) , \ " 1 c o s ( " r i ) c o s ( m , ' j SÍn(m7r/j .)e >> I <ph. 
We denote 
/ j % anm\ -V 
A/2 
-\ ¡ - $m{rmh)etXhmt, [fl<m<N, 
/wn:n\ „„„/mirria v ' ' — — ' bh = { I < H < Í V 
0, 
A ™ m c o s ( ^ ) c o s ( ^ ) 
if m> N, 
Om, — 7 j l anm( J-j ^n 
nil i\nmt 
\nm 
V2 
c = < \<m<N 
0, 
A ™ c o s ( ^ ) c o s ( ^ ) sm(nnrh)e
lÁh \ if 1 < \n\ < N, 
if \n\ > N, 
U>n, — 7 j %anm\ J-j y. 
m7T
 i\nmt 
m&l* 
Theorem 6.2 Assume that the sequence of discretizations (U^U^hyo converges weakly to 
(u°,ur) in the sense of (6.3). The following convergencies hold weakly in L2(0,T;£2) when 
h tends to zero 
(h(bhm)')m&T - 0, (h(d%)')nez* ^ 0. 
In particular (vh,Zh)h>o converges weakly to (v,z) in [L2((0,T) x (0, l))]2 . 
Proof: We show the first convergence, the other ones being similar. Let us introduce 
" m W ~~ / j * anm\ -V 
_! \/2s'm(n7rh) 1 • \ n m j -
PlAh T' 
"rmh\
 r,nc,frrmh\ ( \nm\2 ' l<\n\<N A"
mcos(^f ) c o s ( ^ p ) A"m)< 
n& 
\nm I \nm\ 
i\nmt 
The convergence {b^men* -^ {bm)men* is proved if we show that 
/ Y \bm(t) ~ bm{t)\2dt —• 0 when h ->• 0. 
^ m>l 
(6.7) 
In order to prove (6.7) we consider an arbitrary e > 0 and show that there exists N sufficiently 
large such that 
T 
Y, \bm(t)\2dt < 
m>N 
2' 
and 
Í E \bÍ(t)-bm(t)\2dt<£-. 
J
° Km<N 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
Remark that (6.8) and (6.9) imply (6.7) immediately. 
To prove (6.8) note that, since (anm) G £2, there exists Ni > 0 independent of h such that, 
for any N > Ni, we have 
2^  T i-T 
E \bm(t)\2dt< 
0
 m>N 
2-^/ I 2-^/ \\nm\4 I I 2-^i 
m>N \n£Z* inez* 
í — l)n+1 v^n7TciXnmt 1
 ^  ' \nm dt 
< '{E E ¡¿F) í f E E i<-»ia*) ^ E E 
\m>Nn&* ' ' / J U \m>Nn&* J m>N raGZ* 
,2 £ 
< - . 
Let us now show that, for h sufficiently small (or, equivalently, for N sufficiently large), (6.9) 
also holds. We have that 
E 
Km<N 
/ j V -V 'lanm I 
l<|ra|<iV V 
1
 v - k 
l<m<iV 
\/2sin(n7r/i) 
m ""i < 
A " m c o s ( ^ ) c o s ( ^ ) (A£m)2 
f
 a n m / \/2n7r 1 
e h T< 
+ E 
\<m<N 
E K-ir+1( 
l<|n|<7V 
Qrt.rn. ^n 
V2nir 1 
\nm I \nm\2 
2 
i\nmt 
re 
íAnmí 
According to the weak convergence of the sequence (a^TO)ram to (anm)nm and the presence 
of the weights l/(Xnm)2, for h sufficiently small, 
E 
\<m<N 
On the other hand, 
E *(-ir+1( 
l<|ra|<iV 
^/2nn f 
(Irtrn d' i\
nmt 
< 
E 
Km<N 
E c-1)^1 
l<|ra|<W 
V2sm(mrh) e%xhmt ^/2rm etA" 
< E E 
l<m<N \l<|ra|<iV 
,h |2 E 
1<M<ÍV 
A ^ c o s ( ^ ) c o s ( ^ ) ( A " m ) 2 Aram (\nm)2 j 
A £ m c o s ( ^ ) c o s ( ^ ) ( A " m ) 2 Aram (Aram)2 
Since (anm)nm is bounded in ^ 2 there exists c > 0 such that 
V 1/ p < V V \ah I2 < C , 
l<|ra|<W 
and (6.9) follows if we prove that 
\/2sin(n7r/i) 
Km<ÍVl<|ti|<í\í 
E E 
Km<W K|n|<JV A "
m c o s ( ^ ) c o s ( ^ ) (A"m)2 
f
 a n m / \/2n7r 1 
e h T< 
\nm I \nm\2 
i\nmt < 4c' 
(6.10) 
Note that 
max • 
V2sm(mrh) 
A ™ c o s ( ^ ) c o s ( ^ ) 
V2', WK 
' A^ 
< Vs 
and thus there exists ne > 0 independent of h such that 
V2 sm(mrh) 1 E E 
l<m<iVra£+l<|ra|<iV 
+ E E 
ra£+l<m<iVl<|ra|<ra£ 
A^cos(^f )cos(^p) (A£m)' 
\/2sm(mrh) 1 
A ^ c o s ( ^ ) c o s ( ^ p ) (A£m) 
< 
/^2nvr 1 
\rwro I \nm\2 
£ 
j\nm + i\nmt (6.11) 
2_> ¿^1 l\nm\2 + " Z_> 2_> fAnm)2 ~~ 8C 
l<m<Wra£+l<|ra|<W V ; nE + l<m<N l<\n\<ns K ' 
Let us now analyze the case 1 < m, |n| < ne. Since A^m —> A™77- when /i tends to zero, it 
follows that, for h sufficiently small, 
V2sm(mrh) 1 
A" m cos(^)cos(^p) {X1my 
• \ n m j -
-e h z 
V2mr 1 
\nm I \nm\2 
JXnmt 
< 
V2 
(A 
Consequently 
E E 
l<m<n£ l<|ra|<ra£ 
nm\4 
sm(mrh) ynm (A nm\2 
A " m c o s ( ^ ) c o s ( ^ ) (A£m)2 
ñ( \nrn \nrn\ + 
e%{\h -A )t _ l < Sen 2' 
\/2sin(n7r/&) íA"mí 
r e h 
V2nir 1 
S,rwri / \nm\2 
i\nmt 
A n m c o s ( n | f e ) c o s ( W , ) ( A n m ) 2 - Anm (An ) 
From (6.11) and (6.12), (6.10) follows immediately and the proof ends. 
< 
8c 
(6.12) 
6.2 Identification of the limit control 
In this section we show that the limit (v, w) of the sequence (vh, Zh)h>o from Theorem 6.2 is the 
HUM control for the continuous equation (1.2). 
Theorem 6.3 We have that (v, z) = (wx(t, l,y),wy(t, x, 1)) is the HUM control for (1.2), where 
(w,wr) is the solution of (2.2) with initial data (w°,wr) given by (6.6). 
Proof: By taking into account Proposition 2.1, the proof consists of verifying (2.8). 
The optimality condition for the minimizer of Jh provides the following characterization of 
vh and zh 
< {-K-lMhUlh, U°h), (Wh(0), W¿(0)) >o= 
N 
Ifi / I Z-A""''1-:? "^  Vh,j+l + Vh,j-l)WNj + ¿_J^Zh,i + Zh,í+1 "' "h,i-l/wiN I "* ' j-g ^\ 
+ 
fT ( N N \ 
I ] ( H J + ^ j i  v i)w j  ^ ( 2 4 , ¿  4,¿+i + z' ,í-i)w'íN dt+ Jo
 y=i %=\ j 
i íT ( N N \ 
Q / y2(vh,j + u / iJ+l + Vh,j-l)wNj + ^ ( ^ . i + Zh,i+1 + Zh,i-l)WiN } dt = 0, 
3 y
° v = i Í=I / 
for any (W7^, W¿) G R2N , where (Wh, W¿) is the corresponding solution of (3.6). 
Now we evalúate (6.13) for (W%, W¡¡) = ^ m . We obtain that , for any (n, m) e 1N, 
-^ <K~Kh MhUh,Uh),yh e ^ > 0 
T 
0 
e íA r(í-T) [(_!)«+! sin(n7rfc) < Chv'h,<j% > +(-l)m+1 sm(rmrh) < Chz'h,€ >] dt 
rT i\nm(t—T) 
+ / 6 \ r a m [ (" l ) r a + 1 Mmrh) < Bhvh, C > + ( - l ) m + 1 sin(m7r/¿) < f ^ , <¡>l >] di, 
which is equivalent to 
i c o s ( ^ ) c o s ( ^ ) < {-K?MhUl U°h), * T >o 
\] ¿¿Ib l I A \rirri4-
efe 
o 
( - l ) r a + 1 sin^vr^) c o s 2 ( ^ ) K , C ) 
+ ( - l ^ s i ^ m ^ c o s 2 ^ ) ^ , ^ ) dt (6.14) 
/2 /"T 
v /
 e ü r * [(_i)»H-i s i n( n 7 r / l)( i + 2 cos(m7r/i))(v/l, <¡% 
+ (-I)m+1sin(m7i7¿)(l + 2 cos(mrh))(zh,(f)D] dt. 
We have that 
<(-K¿1MhUk,UZ),*r>o=7^a&m, <^ ,C>=¿C( í ) , <^,^>=¿dR(í). iXtmnm' - ^ > v f t - 2hnKJ' ^ n,Yh^ 2h 
By taking into account that , for every fixed (n, m) G XJV, when /i tends to zero we have that 
„A ,
 n \nm , \nm 
tó -^ bm(t), dhm(t) - • dm(í) in L2(0,T), 
M^) ' (¿ ) ^ 0, ^(d^)'(í) -+ 0 in L2(0,T), 
and by passing to the limit in (6.14) we obtain (2.8). 
7 Numerical experiments 
This section is devoted to present numerical experiments which illustrate the emciency of scheme 
(3.4) in controllability problems. This is done by using a fully-discrete approximation derived 
from the semi-discrete scheme (3.4). In the first subsection we present the method and in the 
second one we consider two examples with different non smooth initial data and location of 
controls. 
7.1 Descript ion of a fully discrete approximation 
We first introduce a fully discrete - in space and time - approximation method associated to 
system (2.2). This is precisely a classical time discretization of the semi-discrete scheme (3.4). 
Given a time interval [0, T] we introduce a uniform mesh {tk = kAt}k=o,...,M with time-step 
Ai and T = MAt. Let us denote by wkj the approximation of the solution w of (2.2) at the 
point of coordinates (XÍ,ÍJJ) and at time tk = kAt, i.e. wkj ~ w(kAt,Xi,íjj). 
A fully-discrete scheme may be obtained by replacing the time derivative w'(Atk) by the finite 
difference (wk3+1-2wkj+wk~1)/At2. If Wk = (W£-)I<Í,J<ÍV e RN*, for 0 < k < M, the vectorial 
form (3.6) becomes 
-
 MhW^-2wHw^+KhWk = 0j 0 < f c < M , 
WM = wowM+12AYM-1=w\ 
The scheme (7.1) is consistent of order 2 in time and space with the continuous system (2.2) 
and it is stable under the so-called Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition (see [3]) 
^ sup < ™ ¡ < 1 , Vf t ,A t >0. (7.2) 
Moreover, the discrete spectrum (A™^t)i<TO)íl<jv associated to this scheme is 
with A™ra defined by (5.3). Therefore (7.2) implies the following condition: 
Ai < Ch3, (7.3) 
for some C > 0 independent of h. 
In order to relax this restrictive stability condition we use an implicit method replacing the 
term KhWk in (7.1) by l/4Kh(Wk+1 + 2Wk + Wk~l). Note that this corresponds to one of 
the Newmark methods (with parameters 7 = 1/2 and (3 = 1/4, ). Thus, we obtain the 
following scheme 
(Mh + ±fKh)w^-2wHw^ + KhWk = Q> 0 < f c < M , 
consistent with the continuous system (2.2) and unconditionally stable for any valué of Ai. 
Let us now analyze if this fully-discrete system conserves the observabihty properties of the 
semi-discrete scheme. Following the analysis in Section 4 we study the group velocity of discrete 
plañe waves of the form 
wi3 
;fc= e i ( f . (x i )x J . ) -^) ) £ = ( 6 , 6 ) -
For the discrete system (7.4) the following relation between modes £ and frequencies LO holds 
m 2 . /Ai u8(ZY< 
u(0 = T7 a r c s m Ai ^ 2 y i
 + A*iWs(e)2^ 
where 
2 /
 9 / £ i /A 9 /£ 2 /A 2 „ /£ i /A „ (i2h 
^ ( £ ) = ^ / t a n ^ — j + t a n ^ — j + - t a n ^ — j t a n
 y 2 
and £ e [—7r//i, 7T//Í]2. 
The group velocity associated to a mode £ in a direction v = (v\, V2) is given by V^w • v and 
a necessary condition in order to have a uniform (in h and Ai) observabihty property in finite 
time is to have a uniform bound from below (in £, h and Ai) for |Vgw| = A/IC^WI2 + c%2w|2, i.e. 
|V?w| > C > 0, for all £, /¿ and Ai. (7.5) 
A straightforward computation shows that the minimum valué of |Vgw| is obtained for £ = 
(ir/h, ir/h) and that 
|V íw(7r//i,7r//i)| ~ / Í 3 / 2 A Í _ 1 . 
Therefore, this is uniformly bounded from below if 
Ai = Ch3/2, VC > 0. (7.6) 
Thus, even if the scheme (7.4) is stable for any discretization step Ai, in order to guarantee a 
uniform (in h and Ai) controllable scheme, (7.6) should be verified. 
Note that the implicit method (7.4)-(7.6) permits to gain a factor h3'2 in the ratio At/h 
compared with the initial scheme (7.1) for which stability is ensured by (7.3). 
7.2 Numerical examples 
In this section, we present some numerical experiments for two different initial conditions. The 
first example is a well-known test proposed by Glowinski-Li-Lions in [6] for which the initial 
velocity u1 is discontinuous. The second example is even more singular, involving a discontinuous 
initial displacement u°. Each one of these examples is defined in the unit square. 
The HUM control is obtained by minimizing the functional J in (5.1) and then by using 
(5.2). Following [6], the iterative conjúgate gradient algorithm is used with the initialization 
(W¡1, W¡¡_) = (0,0). We assume that the convergence is obtained when the corresponding relative 
residual is lower or equal than e = 10~8. 
7.2.1 Example 1: Discontinuity of the initial velocity u1 
Firstly, we consider the Glowinski-Li-Lions example . The initial data to be 
controlled, (u°,ur), is constituted by a Lipschitz continuous function u° not belonging to C1(Q) 
and a function u1 belonging to L°°(Q) but not to C°(Q). The explicit expressions of (u°,ul) 
may be found in [6]. The interest of this example is that the analytical solution is known. More 
precisely, let us consider T = 15/4\/2 and the solution of the wave equation (2.2) given by 
)(t,x,y) = V2cosLV2(T-t--^=\\ w(t,x,y) \/2cosí 7r\/ Í T — t -= ) ) sin(7ra;) sin(7ry). 
Let (w0,^)1) be its corresponding initial data. Then V = ^¡;,dfl is exactly the HUM control 
acting on the whole boundary dQ which leads (u°, u1) to the rest in time T. 
In [6] the simplest discretization for the wave equation is considered. It consists in the five-
points formula in space for the Laplacian, combined with the usual three-points formula for the 
second derivative in time. This produces an explicit scheme for which condition (7.5) fails. The 
conjúgate gradient algorithm based on this scheme diverges. Several cures have been proposed 
to obtain convergence without changing the scheme, such as filtering with a bi-grid strategy or 
a Tychonoff regularization technique 
Table 1 displays the good behavior of the scheme (7.4) when h and Ai = h3^2 are decreasing, 
by comparing the exact and approximate results for the initial data giving the control and for 
the control itself. \w°\Hi^ is defined by |w°|iíi(n) = (Jn \X7w°\2dxdy)1/2 whereas the H~l norm 
of u1 in Q is defined by H ^ U J Í - I = Mií^n) where w G HQ(ÍI) is the solution of the Dirichlet 
problem —Aw = u1 in Q, w = 0 on T. 
Remark 7.1 An analysis ofthe results from Table 1 shows that the number of conjúgate gradient 
iterations necessary to achieve convergence is independent of h. Moreover, the approximation 
errors for (tí;0, w1) satisfy 
\w ~ wh\\i?{<n) = V{h ) , \\w -Wh\\Hi(ty 
while for the control, we have 
= 0(h1-10), | | t ó 1 - ^ ¿ | | H i ( n ) = 0 ( ^ 1 - 0 6 ) 
\\V-Vh\\L2(dnx(o,T)) =0(h • ). 
Figure 2-left depicts the exact and approximate controls V and Vh at the point x = (1,1/2) e díl, 
obtained with h = 1/15 (for h = 1/30,1/60,1/120, the two curves can not be distinguished). 
The approximation error is given in figure 2-right and satisfies \\(V — Vh)\\L°°(o,T) = O(h0'95). 
At last, some numerical experiments (not reproduced here) highlight the condition (7.6). 
More precisely, if the unconditionally stable scheme (7.4) is used with Ai = 0(h), then the 
conjúgate gradient algorithm diverges for h small enough. 
CG iterations 
IKHL2(Q) 
l*°-^%i(o) 
l * % l ( Q ) 
\\^-Wl\\L2{sl) 
lltólHl,2(íí) 
\\V-Vh\\L2(dnx(0:T)) 
\\V\\L2 
14 L2(anx(o,r)) 
Eh(T)/Eh(0) 
h=l/15 
5 
2.61xl0"2 
4.02xl0"2 
4.45xl0"2 
2.31X10"1 
7.4187 
1.55xl0 -3 
h=l/30 
6 
5.53 x 10"3 
1.80xl0~2 
2.13 x 10"2 
1.24xl0_1 
7.3782 
4.1xl0"4 
h=l/60 
6 
1.43xl0 -3 
7.07xl0"3 
9.64xl0"3 
4.93xl0"2 
7.3812 
5.61xl0"5 
h=l/120 
6 
5.27 x 10"4 
3.09xl0"3 
4.86xl0"3 
2.08xl0"2 
7.3859 
1.01 x 10"6 
Table 1: Results obtained with Ai = h3'2 in Example 1. The control is active on di} and 
T = 15/4^/2. 
Figure 2: Left: Exact control V(t,x) (dashed line) and approximate control Vh 
(solid line) at the point x = (x,y) = (1,1/2) e díl with h = 1/15; 
Right : log(\\(V -Vh)(;x)\\LOoi0tT)) vs. log(l/h) (Example 1). 
7.2.2 Example 2: Discontinuity of the initial position u° 
In this second example, we consider a more singular situation with a discontinuous initial dis-
placement u°: 
u°(x,y) = 40 (x,y)e(¡,¡)
2 
vl(x,y) = 0. (7.7) 
0 elsewhere 
We assume that the control (v,z) is active on Ti (see (1.1)) and we take T = 2\/2. As in the 
previous example, a conjúgate gradient algorithm based on the simplest discretization of the wave 
equation diverges. On the contrary, the use of scheme (7.4) allows to obtain convergence without 
filtering or regularization techniques. This is displayed in Table 2. The number of iterations to 
achieve convergence remains low and constant for h small. Moreover, the convergence is slightly 
affected by the lackof regularity of u°: we compute for instance that Wu1 — U^\\H-Í(CI) = O(h0J1) 
to be compared with Wu1 — t^||_H-i(n) = 0{him) for the first example. 
For h = 1/60, the exact controllability of the wave equation is illustrated on Figure 3: 
the approximate controlled solution Uh is drawn in the unit square Q for six valúes of time: 
t = 0,T/5,2T/5,3T/5,4T/5 and T. For t = 0, Uh coincides with the discontinuous position u° 
while for t = T the solution is nuil controlled: the ratio of the energy between the two states is 
Eh(T)/Eh(0) w 1.11 x 10 - 4 . At last, we highlight that the valué of T is strictly lower than 2^3 
obtained in Theorem 4.1. 
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Figure 3: Controllability of the initial data (7.7) in = (0,1)2: approximations Uh(t) of the 
controlled solution for t = 0, T/5, 2T/5, 3T/5, 4T/5 and T = 2√2 with h = 1/60 in Example 2. 
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CG iterations 
II^Hz^n) 
I^V(n) 
\\W£\\L2m 
M L2((0,l)x(0,T)) + \\zh L2 
Eh(T)/Eh(0) 
((0,l)x(0,T)) 
h=l/15 
13 
1.50X10"1 
1.0990 
5.871 
1.290X101 
4.30xl0 - 3 
h=l/30 
11 
1.35 x 10 - 1 
1.1071 
5.425 
1.243X101 
3.68xl0 - 4 
h=l/60 
10 
1.31X10"1 
1.1147 
5.196 
1.222X101 
l . l l x l O - 4 
fe=l/120 
10 
1.30xl0 -4 
1.1169 
5.164 
1.218X101 
8.39 x 10 - 5 
Table 2: Results obtained with Ai = h3'2 in Example 2. The control is active onTi c di} and 
T = 2^2. The last row indicates that the system is controlled at time T. 
Furthermore, a very useful result to validate our numerical scheme for large valúes of T is due 
to Bensoussan that, when the control is active on the whole boundary, 
lim T(w°T,w1T) = (x°,X1) 
1 -^-OO 
(7.8) 
where %° and x 1 are solution of 
1 
Ax° = -u1 in Q, x° = 0 on dÜ; X1 = -u° in Q. 
and (w^,w^) are the initial conditions of the backward system (2.2). The numerical results 
we obtain with the scheme (7.4) (see Table 3) confirms clearly the theoretical property (7.8): 
11™?/* ~ Xfcllff¿(fi) = OÍT-1-10) and \\TW^h - XÍIIL^Q) = 0(T - 1- 0 0 8 7) . As advocated in [6], 
these results provide a validation of the numerical methodology introduced here and show that 
the scheme is particularly robust, accurate and perfectly able to handle very long intervals [0, T]. 
T = 3 T = 5 T = 10 r = 20 r = 4o 
CG iterations 
\\TW°h-x°h\\Hi{n) 
WTW^-xlWmn) 
10 9 8 8 
7.15X10-1 3.4X10"1 1.40X10"1 l . l l x l O " 1 3 .3xl0 - 2 
4.12xl0_ 1 2.21xl0_ 1 1.55xl0 - 1 8 .46xl0 - 2 2 .47xl0 - 2 
Table 3: \\TW°h - x£ | | H i ( n ) and \\TW±h - xlWmn) with h = 1/60 in Example 2. 
The numerical results we have presented indicate that the scheme (7.4) under condition (7.6) 
provides a uniform approximation of the control, with respect to the discretization parameters. 
However, a rigorous proof of the convergence remains to be done. 
A Appendix 
In this section we prove Theorem 4.1. To simplify the notation we write 
a-ij = mk + wü + wjk + Wji, bij = wik + wa + wjk + wjh 
cij = wik + wil + wjk + wjl i 
\i,o)Wij = 2WÍJ - wi+ij - WÍ-IJ, A(0)i)W¿j = 2WÍJ - wij+i - w¿j_i, 
A(i,i)Wy = 2WÍJ - wi+ij+i - Wí-ij-i, \i,-i)Wij = 2WÍJ - wi+ij-i - Wi-ij+i. 
When multiplying the discrete system by the discrete versión of the usual continuous multi-
plier (x, y) • V-u, i.e. 
(ih nh\ ?Wi+l3-Wí-lJ WÍ3 + l-Wi-l3^ _ ,Wi+lj - Wj-lj .Wjj + l - Wjj-l = TOy 
^
Jtl)
^ 2h ' 2h j 2 +] 2 " 2 ' 
and summing in i and j we obtain 
h2 rT JV 
0 = 
32 J 0
 ¿,7 = 1 
=c 
rT N 1 f 
+ « / E (A(i,o)wíj + A(O,I)WÍJ + A (1 ;1)w i i + A ( 1_1 )w¿ i)m¿ idí (A.l) 
V
 v ' 
=D 
We study separately C and £). Integration by parts in C allows us to obtain, 
C= í C\dt + [C2]T0 , (A.2) 
Jo 
where 
N 
Ci = - E ^ + ^ í m + ^ + CíO^' (A-3) 
We first consider the term C\ above. In order to have the common factor bH^x, we change 
the indexes in the last three terms of C\ above. Then, taking into account that w¿;o = W^N+I = 
WQJ = WjtN+i = 0 and after simplification, we obtain 
N 
í¿=0 
N N 
\2 Y (W'iN + W'Í+1N) + Y {w'Nj + wNj+l) 
3=1 í=l 
(A.5) 
We now analyze the term D in (A.l) . We only make the details for the first term in D since 
the others can be simplified similarly. It reads, 
N N 
Y A^ojWijmij = Y A ( I , O ) " Í % [i {wi+ij ~ Wi-ij) + j {wij+i ~ Wij-i)] • (A-6) 
ij=í i,j=l 
We consider separately these two terms. For the second one we have 
N N 
A(lfl)Wíjj (lVij+i - Wij-i) = Y J (Wi3 - Wí~lj) Wij+l ~ Y í ^Wi+13 ~ Wi^ Wi3+1 
N N 
y~] j (WÍJ - WÍ-IJ) Wij-i - Y j (wí+ij - wv) wíj-i 
Changing the indexes to obtain the common factor (io¿+ij — ?%) in all the terms and taking 
into account that w¿;o = W^N+I = WQJ = WJ^N+I = 0, we obtain 
N 
Y Ü (Wi+ÍJ ~ Wv) (Wi+U+1 ~ Wij+l) - j (Wi+ij - Wij) (Wi+ij-i ~ Wij-i)] 
í¿=0 
N 
i,3=0 
An analogous argument allows to simplify the first term in (A.6) and the other three terms in 
D. We finally have 
N 
D
 = ~ Y K ^ + Ü + l - Wi+lj) (Wij+l ~ Wij) + (Wi+ij+i ~ Wij+l) (Wi+ij - Wij)} 
i,j=0 
N N 
+ Y [(Wí+Ü ~ Wií)2 + (WV+1 ~ Wií)2 ~(N + l)Y t(Wwi)2 + 2™NjWNj+l] 
i,j=0 j=0 
N 
-(N + 1)Y KWÍN)2 + 2wiNwi+lN] . (A.7) 
í=0 
By Young's inequality we can estimate the first term in this formula, 
N 
Yl [(w*+ii+i - w*+ij) (wij+i - Wij) + (wi+ij+i - Wij+i) (WÍ+IJ - Wij)] 
í¿=0 
N 
i,j=0 
Therefore, 
D > -(N + l) 
N N N N 
Y wNj +2Y wNjWNj+l + Y WiN +2Y WiNWi 
3=0 j=0 
N 
-IN 
í=0 í=0 
N 
Y(wNj-l + WNj + WNj+i)wNj + Y {Wi-\N + WiN + Wi+iN) WiN 
3=1 í=l 
. (A.8) 
Substituting (A.2), (A.5) and (A.8) into (A.l) we obtain 
h <-T T N fijj+l\
2 
% M dt<-
i,j=o \ J J U 
»
2Í E 
Jo nzc 
,
 w'iN + w'i+1Ny | " Íw'Nj + w'Nj+1 
í=l 3=1 
dt 
+-
1 T 
N N 
E WNj-1 + WNj + WNj+1 WNj y ^ WJ-IN +WiN + Wi+iN WiN 
3 = 1 h í=i h 
dt 
32 [C: 2lo (A.9) 
We observe that the term in the left hand side contains only one part of the energy. In 
order to obtain the full energy we make an equipartition of the energy. The following lemma is 
a discrete versión of the well-known equipartition of energy for the continuous wave equation, 
which reads 
í-T r 
|2 i | V 7 „ , | 2 \ J ^ J , , / i„„ „ , | 2 , 0 = — / / (\wt\ + |V«| )dxdt+ I \wtu\ dx 
Jo Jfl Jfl 
(A.10) 
Lemma A . l The following holds: 
-" / 
Jo 
N 
E 
N
 T 
i,i=0J° 
2 (u +Á- h+ij 1 
(f)] dt + h2 " N íajj+1\ 
i,j=0 \ / {«?)] 
1 (Wí+lj-WíjV 1 ÍWíj+i-WíjV 
3 V h / 3 V h ) 
\ 2 
+1 - Wij \ 
iV2 ) 
,
 2
 (WH 
3 V 
\ 2 
íj ~ Wij+1 \ 
hV2 ) dt. 
T 
The proof of this lemma is straightforward following the idea of the continuous system where 
(A. 10) is obtained multiplying system (2.2) by u and integrating by parts. 
When applying Lemma A.l to the identity (A.9) we obtain 
T 
T L2 
Eh{t)dt + — 
Ai 
E J3+I1J3+1 i n aíí+lbíí+l + ° 2 
í¿=0 
< 
•T N
 '<N+<+IN\¿ , ^(W'NJ+W'NJ+I E 
í=l 
2 Ai 
+ £ 
3 = 1 
dt 
+-
1 
N N 
E WNj_i + WNj + WNj+1 WNj y ^ Wj-iN +WiN + Wi+iN WiN h dt. (A.ll) j=\ Í=I 
The following lemma allows us to estimate the the second term in the left hand side of this 
formula. 
Lemma A. 2 The following holds 
N 
ti2 E J3+11,33+1 _i_ n 
i,j=0 
T 
< 64^3^(0). (A.12) 
Before proving this lemma we finish the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
From Lemma A.2 and the conservation of the discrete energy, stated in Proposition 4.1, we 
have 
T 
T L2 
Eh{t)dt + — 
Ai 
E J 3+11,3 3+1 , r1 
í,i=o 
> TEh(0) - 2y/SEh(0) = (T - 2y/$)Eh(0), 
which combined with (A.ll) provides the following, 
h <-T (T - 2y/S)Eh(0) < y Í<N+<+IN\
2
 + y f^N3 + W'N3+I' 
í=i ^ ' j=i V 
+-
1 T 
8 JO 
N N 
E 
3 = 1 
2 ) ^ \ 2 
 
WNj-1+WNj+WNj+lWNj , ST^ WÍ-IN + WiN + Wi+iN WiN 
dt 
h + £ í=l h 
dt. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Proof of Lemma A.2. From (A.4) we have 
N N N 
E n33 + l}J3 + l i r1 — V ^ n33 + l}J3 + l , V ^ r^'J + 1 i }J-l3 i ?y?.? + 1 i íy?-1.? aa+i ba+i + °2 - 2 ^ a«+i °Ü+I + 2_y [°«+i + °«+i + °»-i» + °»-i» 
i,3=0 i,j=0 i, j=l 
m %]• (A.13) 
To simplify the notation we assume that IOJV+2J = WNJ, WÍN+2 = WÍN, W-IJ = io¿,-i = 0, for 
all i, j = 0,..., N + 1. We change the indexes in each one of the terms of the right hand side of 
(A. 13) in order to have the common factor í^fi • Then we obtain 
N N 
E aii+i tfi+i + ^ = E [aií+i + Rií) bií+i> 
i,j=0 *J=0 
(A.14) 
where 
Rij = l [(Wi+ij - Wi-ij) + (Wi+ij+i - Wí-ij+i)\ + (i + 1) [(Wi+2j - Wij) + (Wi+2j+l - Wij+l)] 
+3 [(Wij+l ~ Wíj-l) + (Wi+lj+l ~ Wi+lj-l)] + (3 + 1) [{Wíj+2 - Wij) + (wi+ij+2 ~ Wi+ij)} . 
We estimate the right hand side in (A.14) using the Schwartz inequality. Thus, 
N 
aíí+l bíí+l + G 2 < 
í¿=0 
N 
E iaii+i +Rií 
Now we prove that 
N N 
í¿=0 
N 
1/2 
N 
EtáSí) 
í¿=0 
-,1/2 
(A.15) 
N 
E (a'm + ^ j ^ E 4-+8 E(^ + ^ w^2+8 E ( ^ + x ) ( w ^ 
i,j=0 i,j=0 i= l J= l 
(A.16) 
Indeed, we have 
w j ' i + i n-'-'' -i- R i l 
*J 
w 
í¿=0 
V (A.17) 
and it is not difficult to see that 
N N N N 
E a í 2 X - = -2 E (aím)2 + E ^ +x) ( w w +^+ i w ) 2 + E ( ^ +x) ^ + w ^ - + i ) 2 • 
i,j=0 i,j=0 i= l J= l 
Therefore, using Young's inequality, the right hand side in (A.17) reads 
N N N 
Y\i^ti)2 + ^tiR 
í¿=0 
= -3 E (a 'm)2 + 2 E ( ^ + x) (w^ + wl+lN)2 
i,j=0 i=\ 
N N N 
+2 Y,(N + 1) (U>ÍV¿ + wNj+l)2 < 8 J ] (A + l)(wlN)2 + 8 J ] (A + 1) (wNj)2 . (A.18) 
j=l i=\ j=\ 
From (A.17)-(A.18) we easily deduce (A.16). Now we estimate the right hand side in (A.16). 
Concerning the first term we have 
N 32 N 
E 4 - p E [(Wí+^ " w»-y)2 + (<%'+i - «'«-i) 
¿J=0 
(A.19) 
í,i=o 
where we have used Young's inequality and the fact that i,j<h l. In (A.19), the first term is 
estimated as follows 
N 
^{Wí+lj-Wí-ljY 
i,j=0 
1 N 
= 2 E [(w*+y ~ wv + wv ~ wí-ij)2 + (wí+u - wa+i + wa+i - WÍ-H)2] 
i,j=0 
N N 
^ Y [(Wí+ü - Wií)2 + (<%• - wí-ij)2] + Y [(W¿+Ü - wv+i)2 + (*%+i - wí-u)2] 
N N 
= Y [ 2 ( W Í + Ü - WÍJ)2 + (Wí+ü - wíj+i)2 + (^t+ij+i - W ¿J) 2 ] - 2 ^ ( W W J ) 2 ' ( A - 2 ° ) 
Í J = 0 j=0 
and an analogous formula holds for the second term in (A.19). 
Substituting this simplification of (A. 19) into (A. 16) we easily obtain 
N 
Y \aii+i +R i í 
í¿=0 
N 
< 
64 
Y i(Wi+l3 - Wii)2 + (<%'+! ~ Wii)2 + (Wi+l3 ~ Wi3 + í)2 + (Wi+U+l ~ Wijf] > (A-21) 
í¿=0 
which allows us to estimate (A.15). In fact, by Young's inequality we obtain 
1/2 
N 8 N EO#íí+c2<£ E(ftÍS 
¿J=0 
/ i 
,í,i=o 
w 
1/2 
X
 Y i(Wi+l3 ~ Wií)2 + (<%'+! ~ W ¿i)2 + (Wi+l3 ~ Wi3+í)2 + (Wí+Ü+1 - Wijf] 
Kí¿=0 
< 16\/3 
í,i=o 
\ 2
 W 
W¿+lj - Wij)2 + (wij+l ~ wijY 
+(wi+ij - wij+i)2 + (Wj+ij+i - w¿j) 2 ] ] = 3 2 \ / 3 £ / l ( í ) . 
Therefore, 
w 
a n + l ° n + l + ü 2 
í j = 0 
T 
< 32^3 ( ^ ( T ) + Eh(0)) < 64V3Eh(0). (A.22) 
J o 
This concludes the proof of Lemma A.2. 
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